
Welcome!
The webinar will start at 8:00 pm GMT

Manifesting the Vision and Thought
of the Ashram



Manifesting the Vision and Thought
of the Ashram



Set your Audio to “Mic” 

!   Please look at your Audio block 

"  If you see a Plus sign, press it to 
expand the block 

"  Then you’ll see the 2 buttons  

"  press the one that says “Mic & 
Speakers” and you’ll get a little 
microphone so we can hear you 
better. 

 
  

 
 





Everyone is muted to minimize noise 
!  For questions, please raise your hand 

!  Click on the green/up arrow to raise your hand 
!  Click on the red/down arrow to lower your hand 

!  A green up-arrow means your hand is down 
!  A red/down-arrow means your hand is up 

Please expect a pause after being addressed 
!  There can be a delay due to internet connections 
If you’re having problems with echoes 
!  Mute yourself 1st, see if that helps the problem 
!  If not, use the questions or message function to  alert the staff you are 

experiencing problems 



The Ashram
❖ Deepest Aspiration: union with Soul and with the Ashram
❖ Discovery of our spiritual family
❖ TAIW
❖ Belonging and Brotherhood



An ashram is …

An ashram is a pulsating, vibrating and radiating centre.  
It is a living organism of like-minded souls who come 
together in order to manifest a part of the divine Plan.



Seven Ashrams

Ray 1 Ashram - Will or Power 

Ray 4 Ashram - Harmony Through Conflict 

Ray 2 Ashram - Love-Wisdom 

Ray 3 Ashram - Intelligent Activity 

Ray 5 Ashram - Science and Concrete Knowledge 

Ray 6 Ashram - Devotion and Idealism 

Ray 7 Ashram - Order and Ceremonial Magic 



An Ashram is …


An Ashram is a grouping of souls who through identity of thought, 
vision and of vibration, are swept by energies which enable the 
group to carry out the Master's plan and meet human need.   



Manifesting Ashramic Thought
Every Ashram or inner group is essentially a reservoir of 
thought and that reservoir has for its spring or source, the 
ideas, dreams, vision and aspiration of the Master. 


… Then it becomes a clear pool of thought, augmented and 
fed from the spring of many lives, from the pure vision and 
consecrated dreams of many disciples.  

DINA 1 Page 697.  



An Ashram is a reservoir of thought


The group of every Master is distinguished by its thought 
content, contributed by the disciples and used by the 

Master in His work for humanity.



Ashramic Vision



But the vision with which you 
should be concerned is to become 
aware of what the soul knows 
and what the soul sees, through 
the use of the key to soul vision—
the intuition. 

DINA I, p 688






The Buddhic Plane

7 - Physical/Etheric
6 - Astral

5 - Mental

4 - Buddhic

3 - Atmic

2 - Monadic

1 - Logoic

4th plane
1- Physical
2- Astral
3- Mental
4- Buddhic



The Bridge of Light

Personality Emotional  Body 

Mental  Body 

Physical  Body 

Soul 

Spiritual Triad 

Buddhi&



Ashramic Relationships

Master

Soul

Disciple

Ashram

Spiritual Hierarchy



An Ashram is: 

❖ A centre of group soul consciousness engaged in 

coherent and focused ashramic work
❖ A centre of service focused on human need
❖ A centre of loving understanding and universal love for 

the betterment of all lives
❖ A centre of white magic whereby the Plan is manifested



Manifesting Ashramic Thought


❖ Qualifying
❖ Progressing







❖ Receiving
❖ Expressing
❖ Manifesting



Qualifying
❖ The key to admission is Soul consciousness

❖ Soul-infusing integrated personalities

• Self-discipline
• Decentralization 
• Silence
• Occult serenity


❖ The candidate is spiritually impressionable

❖ The candidate has developed a sense of world need





Progressing Within the Ashram

He finds his soul through the fusion of soul and 
personality; he finds his group through the absorption 
of this fusing soul-form with a Master's group, and 
finally he is absorbed into the Master's Ashram …
R&I, p 58



Progressing

Stages:


❖ Intensification of one’s vibration and one’s 
sphere of radiatory activity

❖ Greater sensitivity to the ashramic vibration
❖ Greater range of awareness towards an ever-

expanding sphere of ashramic consciousness


 



Progressing


  Our circle of reception and of influence becomes wider 

❖ Higher levels can be touched  
❖ Lower spheres can be influenced

I stand at my place within the 
ashram and from there I give 
and I receive in abundance



Receiving Ashramic Thought




Receiving ashramic impression is 
possible due to the existence in the 
disciple of qualities, radiatory 
activities and emanatory impulses 
which correspond to those emanating 
from some particular Ashram. 

DINA I, 754.





Expressing Ashramic Thought

❖ Capacity to be impressed and to be an 
impressing agent


❖ Expression is the first step towards 

manifestation, which is the 
externalization of ashramic thought 
into the world — into the minds and  
hearts of men.

An Ashram is a receiving and  emanating centre of 
hierarchical impression upon the world. 



Manifesting Ashramic Thought

Manifesting ashramic thoughts creates the 
passage of ashramic consciousness into the 

minds of men



Ashramic Consciousness



An Ashram is the state of mind 
of a spiritual group. It is a point of united 

thought; it is a centre for the clarification of 
the vision …


DINA I, 707









Ashramic Consciousness



An Ashram is a buddhic 
state of mind












Buddhic Thinking
❖ Buddhic thinking is a state of awareness of unity, truth, spiritual 

love, loving understanding, Illumined and inclusive thought, 
pure reason, etc.

❖ Manifesting ashramic thought means precipitating  buddhic 
thinking into the three worlds via the Soul.

❖ Manifesting buddhic thought means changing how humanity 
thinks — dispel illusion through the loving understanding of 
Buddhi.



Buddhic state of mind




Egoic love petals




Astral plane




Heart centre

Thinking Along the Love Line



Manifesting Ashamic Thought 
and Vision




Hierarchy
Ashrams




Soul      




Heart Chakra



Externalizing Ashramic Consciousness

❖ Redeeming matter through the power of ashramic thought
❖ Living the Ashramic Life along the Love line
❖ Being the meeting ground where the Higher and the lower meet, 

to manifest the Plan 


